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Overview

• Why real-world assignments matter
• Some examples 
• Designing an assignment
• How to write an effective assignment sheet



Meaningful writing projects
•The most meaningful writing projects for most 
undergraduates are those that ask them to do 
something they’ve never tried before.

•Also meaningful:  connected to the work they 
would do as professionals

http://meaningfulwritingproject.net/



Meaningful assignments
•Good assignments are situational and 
“authentic”

• Audience and purpose or genre are key

• What have students NOT tried to write before?



Begin with Backwards Design
•What specific learning objectives will the 

assignment meet?
•What do you want the students to know or be able 

to do?
•Determine what writing products will meet these 

goals.
•Note specific skills that will contribute to the final 

product.
• Sequence activities (reading, researching, writing) 

to build toward the final product.



Authentic Options
• Apply for this grant or scholarship or position
• Write up observation session at the zoo
• Review this book for this newsletter or blog

• Provide CONTEXT, reasons, motives.



Spheres of writing

• Academic writing
• Personal writing
• Public or civic writing
• Professional or workplace writing
• Popular culture writing



• Academic = summary or abstract, review article, lab 

report, poster, scholarly article

• Personal = letter, diary entry, blog, essay, reflection

• Public = op-ed piece, policy brief, documentary film

• Professional = memo, brochure, press release

• Pop culture = lyrics, bumper sticker, comic book 
John C. Bean, Engaging Ideas, 2nd ed. 2011

Possible Genres 



A good example
You are hired as lab manager and two days later 
the textile plant burns down. The company 
president has requested a full report from you 
about what equipment and resources you will 
need to make the lab fully functional again.  



One more
The entry in “Wikipedia” on clinical depression 
is out of date and full of misinformation.  In a 
new entry, define carefully the symptoms, 
treatments, and possible medications.  Include 
an FAQ as part of your entry.



Last one
You are working as a tour guide at the Inca site of 
Machu Picchu (Peru). Most of your clients visit 
Machu Picchu because it is a “must-see” tourist 
destination, but they typically know very little about 
the Inca civilization. Your goal is to share your 
admiration for the amazing achievements of the 
Incas. Your task is to develop 5 talking points for your 
tour.

Kris Bovy, Dept of Sociology, URI



Pause here and draft… 
Sketch out a situation that might be 
relevant in your discipline. Draft an 
assignment that includes a real-world 
target audience and purpose.



The Assignment Sheet
• Communicating effectively is OUR challenge, just as it is 

theirs.
• Consider the rhetorical situation, including audience, 

purpose, and voice.
• Get feedback!  Share your assignment sheet with colleagues 

or with Writing Center tutors. Be willing to make changes.
• Could some of the information be delivered via links?
• Could the assignment be presented in stages?  
• Could students be asked to present parts of the assignment 

to the class?



In writing your assignment sheet

1. Choose Keywords Carefully
2. Consider Document Design
3. Give Guidance for How to Succeed



Keywords
Define Explain Apply
Discuss Compare Identify
Illustrate Analyze Predict
Demonstrate Argue



Document design
•What is the most essential information?
•Use spacing, margins, fonts, color, or boxes 
appropriately.
•Organize the information into “chunks” and 
guide the reader’s eye.
•Use informative headings and lists.



Guidance for how to succeed
•Rubrics for major assignments

• “Successful responses will include . . . .”
• “A convincing solution will be characterized by 
. . . .”
• “Your answer must address . . . .”



Show models vs lots of explanation
• ”What does the instructor want?” can be 

addressed by models of previous student work 
rather than by more exposition.
• Showing is more effective than telling?
• If they know a student wrote it . . . 



An example of 
assignment sheet revision

• “Global Perspective Paper” becomes “Tour Guide Script”
• Notice that the following revised assignment creates an 

INVITATION to write
• Students are given a role and a reason to write
• The instructions are clear about the task, the genre of writing, 

and how to succeed
• Key dates are provided
• Language is engaging and not punitive







Resources for faculty developing 
relevant assignments
• Office of Advancement for Teaching and Learning (Anna 

Santucci)
• Writing Center, URI (trained undergraduates and 

graduates)
• Writing Across URI (peer review, supporting faculty and 

student writing across disciplines)
• Colleagues


